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Three battlesThirteen-year-old Jack McKinley has fought impossible odds to save himself, his

friends, and the world. Having already defeated the Colossus of Rhodes, hunted through Ancient

Babylon, and outfoxed legions of undead, the Select have recovered three of the lost Loculi hidden

in the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, only to lose one of them in order to save a life. They

must now find a way to undo what has been done, to save themselves from the power that will

overwhelm themÃ¢â‚¬â€•and destroy the world.Two rivalsNot only do Jack and his friends have to

unearth these seven ancient wonders, but they also have to contend with the Massa, an

organization bent on using the Loculi for evil. The Massa have taken over the Karai Institute and

convinced former friend Marco to switch sides. Outnumbered, underequipped, and growing weary,

Jack, Cass, and Aly come upon their greatest challenge yetÃ¢â‚¬â€•the long-lost Statue of

Zeus.One enemyAs the clock runs out, our heroes must confront gods, relive old battles, and face

down their own destiny. Old enemies become new friends and sudden victories turn to certain

defeats as the time nears for everything to change. The stakes grow impossibly high in this latest

adventure from master storyteller Peter Lerangis.
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Three battlesThirteen-year-old Jack McKinley has fought impossible odds to save himself, his



friends, and the world. Having already defeated the Colossus of Rhodes, hunted through Ancient

Babylon, and outfoxed legions of undead, the Select have recovered three of the lost Loculi hidden

in the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, only to lose one of them in order to save a life. They

must now find a way to undo what has been done, to save themselves from the power that will

overwhelm them--and destroy the world.Two rivalsNot only do Jack and his friends have to unearth

these seven ancient wonders, but they also have to contend with the Massa, an organization bent

on using the Loculi for evil. The Massa have taken over the Karai Institute and convinced former

friend Marco to switch sides. Outnumbered, underequipped, and growing weary, Jack, Cass, and

Aly come upon their greatest challenge yet--the long-lost Statue of Zeus.One enemyAs the clock

runs out, our heroes must confront gods, relive old battles, and face down their own destiny. Old

enemies become new friends and sudden victories turn to certain defeats as the time nears for

everything to change. The stakes grow impossibly high in this latest adventure from master

storyteller Peter Lerangis. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

Peter Lerangis is the author of more than one hundred and sixty books, which have sold more than

five and half million copies and been translated into thirty-three different languages. These include

the first four books in the New York Times bestselling Seven Wonders series, The Colossus Rises,

Lost in Babylon, The Tomb of Shadows, and The Curse of the King, and two books in the 39 Clues

series. Peter is a Harvard graduate with a degree in biochemistry. He has run a marathon and gone

rock climbing during an earthquakeÃ¢â‚¬â€•though not on the same day. He lives in New York City

with his wife, musician Tina deVaron, and their two sons, Nick and Joe. In his spare time, he likes to

eat chocolate.

I absolutely love this book. Alto of the time I laugh out loud reading it and sometimes I cry. I don't

know wheneither or not to trust Marco. I hope Lay sees Jack is wayyy better and I hope Jack

doesn't let the prophecy get to his head. The way this book ends (as a writer) is perfect but as a

reader you are like noooooooo. I have to wait until I get the next book!!!!????? Come on!!! You're

killing me!!!!

Excellent addition to the series! Can't wait for Book 5 to see what happens! Well-written story that

should hook even the most stubborn anti-reading middle schooler!

Excellent story telling, characters I find myself caring about, and a very creative premise. As one



might expect from a middle book in a series, this one gets dark and ends on a dark note.My only

complaint is that they are quick reads with loooooooong months between books being published.

I've read many series, and this one, Harry potter, and David Eddings' Belgeriad are the ones that

caused the most anxiety in waiting and excitement on day of publishing.I'll let others tell you the plot

and offer spoilers - I prefer simply to leave this review saying I really like these books, and have

enjoyed them immensely, and am very annoyed that I have to wait for the next one.Disclosure: I do

know the author. But I write reviews based on my appreciation for the art, not the artist.

Books 4 & 5 complete my sister's collection. She does like the author and would recommend this

series to anyone.

I absolutely love every book in this series and this book is no exception. If you like to read Percy

Jackson than you will love this series. I am a huge fan of fantasy series that have an element of

myth and history to them. Its great that the author doesn't feel the need to recap everything from the

previous books but does a good job at integrating past books all the way through instead. The plot

in this book keeps you guessing the whole time. I really like this series and I can't wait to see what

comes next.

Another great installment to the series. I have to admit that I waited awhile before starting this book

and so when I started, I was not as eager to continue the story as I probably should have been.

After two chapter, however, the story had captivated me again and made it nearly impossible to put

down.

I loved the story, it was awesome.SPOILER ALERTWHEN Aly fell in with Ulaa'ar at the end, I was

like, what? How could Aly die? It leaves a 'deafening' ending that beats into my heart. I'm sure that

Aly will come back in Book 5. And if she doesn't, I'll be disappointed.SPOILERS ENDYeah, that all I

have to say, except for this: It was weird having Marco back. :P

The saga continues and excellent reading for enjoyment.
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